Online communities, which have become an integral part of the day-to-day life of people and organizations, exhibit much diversity in both size and activity level; some communities grow to a massive scale and thrive, whereas others remain small, and even wither. In spite of the important role of these proliferating communities, there is limited empirical evidence that identifies the dominant factors underlying their dynamics. Using data collected from seven large online platforms, we observe a universal relationship between online community size and its activity: First, three distinct activity regimes exist, one of low-activity and two of high-activity.
Introduction
Peer-to-peer group interactions are prevalent in online platforms. People regularly participate in online groups and communities, interact with other members, and are affected by their peers 1, 2 . Still, there is little empirical evidence that pins down the factors that determine whether a community will keep thriving with activity or fail to attract or retain active members.
The extant literature discusses several factors that are important in maintaining meaningful social group action [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . First and foremost is the number of committed group members at a given time. This is a prominent indicator of an active community, even if the commitment levels are heterogeneous 3 . The second factor is the minimal level of interdependence required between group members to induce any interaction within the community. Third, the marginal returns on contribution should be non-decreasing 3 . Other factors such as group context and social network structure have also been surveyed in the theoretical literature, but some studies 6 suggest that these effects are "second order." Here, we wish to gain empirical insight into online communities' stability by investigating the relationship between activity and size. It is not immediately clear from the literature what the expected exact activity-size relationship should be although some studies suggest that this relationship should strongly depend on the underlying production function, context, competition [8] [9] and heterogeneity 3 . To investigate this, we collected and analyzed several rich datasets that contain hundreds of thousands of online communities, spanning a time frame of more than a decade. Figure 1 shows the median per-capita activity of online communities as a function of their size for a large website that hosts thematic discussion-based online communities (TAP dataset, see
Results
Methods for details). On this platform, users can choose to either initiate or terminate their own communities, which allows us to observe their "organic" life cycle across time. We use per-capita activity, i.e., mean user activity, to control for linear size effects. Figure 1 shows three distinct size regimes of activity which can be summarized as follows:
Regime I spans small communities of up to about 20 members. In this regime, activity is sporadic, and, across the lifetime of a community, the mean number of posts per user is low, at around three posts per user. The slope of the dependence of mean activity on community size is 0.086 (with a std. error of 0.018). Analysis shows, in this regime, a community requires more than 12 new users just to "encourage" community members to increase their posting rate by one additional message. Thus, the effect of community size on participation is very small. A sharp transition to Regime II occurs in communities of about 20 members, and ranges up to group sizes of about 50. This type of sharp transition around a critical mass, which we denote here by crit N , is theorized in the literature 10 Notably, Figure 1 summarizes the dynamics of communities over their entire lifetime. A lifetime in these data can span a few days or a few years, depending on activity levels and the time point at which activity ceases. In order to rule out a scenario where the three-regime structure is an artifact of some complex long-term dynamics, Figure 2 shows the same empirical dependency when we restrict the data to only the first year of the activity of each community since its inception.
The pattern in Figure 2 is qualitatively identical to that in Figure 1 . Online peer-to-peer interactions can be thought of as trees of messages and replies. In these trees, messages are nodes and are connected by links that represent which message was addressed as a reply to which other previous message. This discussion tree begins with an initial seed message posted by a user. Other users can then post a reply to the seed message, i.e., link their messages to the initial one, creating a two-level tree. This tree can branch out further with replies to the replies at deeper levels, and so on. As we outline in the Model section, the rate of growth of a discussion tree depends solely on the distribution of the number of offspring, or replies to each message. If the mean number of replies per message is higher than one, the tree grows multiplicatively. If the mean number of replies is lower than one, the growth of the tree effectively decays geometrically.
Therefore, we expect a sharp phase transition of discussion tree sizes, or number of messages, to occur as the mean response rate increases linearly within a community. We argue that the phase transition observed in Figure 1 , across communities, stems from this branching property of peerto-peer discussion trees. As a community grows in size, response rates also grow, and above the critical point of one reply per post, a sharp phase transition of multiplicative tree growth occurs.
Evidence that this is indeed the actual scenario can be seen in Figure 3 . This figure sketches typical discussion trees sampled from the data and arranged by community size. Each displayed tree is representative of the median depth at the given community size in the TAP dataset. The figure shows that the activity phase transition between Regimes I and II is strongly correlated with a sharp increase of tree depth. The offspring or response rate is also displayed in Figure 3 in the form of color-coding. Consistent with our theory (see Model section), the figure does show that the transition occurs around the offspring rate of unity. , which is roughly the actual transition point observed in Figure   1 . Another test of the branching message tree theory is whether communities with higher responsiveness rates will correspond to lower critical community sizes. Unfortunately, an inherent property of these data is that the subsets of communities with homogeneous qs are small. This limits our ability to accurately validate the relationship q N crit 1 ≅ , but it is still possible to test whether crit N decreases with increasing q, as we expect. To do this, we divide the data into four equal-count bins representing the quartiles of q values, from low to high. Figure 4 shows the mean activity versus size curves for each of the four quartiles. The figure indicates that a sharp transition does exist for each subgroup and that the Regime I-Regime II transition shifts continuously leftward ( crit N decreases) as the within-bin q increases. For comparison, the expected crit N values that were calculated using the mean q within each bin are: 1343.7, 37.7, 15.6, and 5.2, respectively for the first, second, third, and fourth q bins. These estimations seem to be roughly consistent with the order of magnitude of the transition points in Figure 4 . This is encouraging given the withinbin sample size limitation, heterogeneity within bins, and the crude approximation. Calculations at higher resolution, i.e., with 10 bins of q (deciles) are shown in the inset of Figure 5 and support the expected reciprocal relationship between crit N and q. To test whether the three-regime pattern is unique to the TAP platform or is a more general phenomenon, we collected data from six additional online platforms. For consistency, we chose platforms that enable users to post messages and replies within distinct predefined communities (see the Methods section). The activity-size profiles for the additional platforms are laid out in Figure 5 and the supplement. In summary, the full three-regime structure is observed in five of the seven platforms: TAP, BRDS, YOUT, RED, and HI5. In the other two platforms, WIKI and GOODR, we only observe two regimes. We speculate that the differences stem from differing platform contexts and sampling constraints. However, the effect of platform context on the activity-size relationship is out of scope for this paper. 
The Model
We use a branching process model 12 to explain the observed activity-size patterns in which the three-regime structure is exhibited. In the model, a community consists of N interacting members that generate trees of messages and their responses (e.g., see Fig. 1 ). We denote by
the rate of i's response to user j for a given message k. In the basic scenario, both
and N are time-independent. We assume that across a given time period, there is a constant probability i p that user i will post a seed message. A seed message is a tree made of one message that may later evolve, or branch, into a tree of more than one message. To further simplify, we assume that the propensity of user i to respond to user j does not depend on the posted message, i.e.,
The responsiveness in a community is then a matrix of response rates between all members, Using (1), we write the expected number of replies per message g M at depth or generation g as the recursive relationship:
Since again, 1 0 = M , we arrive at the closed expression:
Equation (3) demonstrates that the mean size of the tree is "geometrically sensitive" to the first moment of the distribution of replies, ) , ( Q N µ . The critical point of growth occurs for 1 ) ,
, a super-critical branching process is in effect, and so tree posts will geometrically grow across generations. On the other hand, in the sub-critical case, 1 ) ,
, the expected number of replies shrinks geometrically. Finally, the mean community activity is the total activity in a community scaled to community size. In other words, it is the sum over the realizations of the tree sizes, i.e., the random variable s γ drawn from the distribution Γ divided by community size:
Here, we assumed a homogeneous probability p for all members. The size of trees in (4) is missing one realistic component, that the growth rate naturally decays with tree depth. Online discussions mature and saturate as the discussion tree grows. To account for this, we introduce a dependency of responsiveness on generation,
(see the SI for details). An analytic solution to (4) is intractable for our relevant case 13 for the same reasons that apply to equation (1) . Therefore, in order to fit the data to our model and to see whether the model replicates the observed three-regime structure, we use numerical simulations and maximum likelihood estimations. From (3), the condition for a message tree's critical growth is:
crit N can be calculated using (5) . A useful approximation that demonstrates the reciprocal relation between the critical size and community responsiveness arises if we assume ) (κ φ to be binomial with a constant across-community responsiveness parameter q (i.e.,
). Putting aside, for the moment, the dependence of responsiveness on generation, the expression for crit N is then:
Essentially, (6) shows that the higher the inherent responsiveness of the community is, the lower the threshold.
We use a Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) to test the agreement of the model with the data, and to find the best fit given these data. We use the TAP data, where we have the best user-and message-level resolution (see the Methods and SI sections for complete details). The MLE renders a statistical estimation of the offspring distribution parameters )) ( , | ( g Q N κ φ -namely, the responsiveness matrix, ) (g Q , max N , and a third parameter λ , that represents the decline with tree depth of the probability that the tree will keep growing. For simplicity, we choose responsiveness for any i,j to be:
, where q is constant, and the growth decay enters in the expression ) , ( g f λ . The functional form of f () that best fits the data is
. The MLE results are given in Table 1 , and the visualization of the fit is shown in Figure 6 .
Figure 6 | Fit of MLE estimations.
The model fit is shown in red and the respective percentile envelope overlay the data, as in Figure 1 .
The red curve in Figure 6 is the result of the numerically simulated model of eq. (4) using the parameter values from Table 1 . The red model curve reflects the structure of three regimes and the sharp Regime I-II transition. Note that the curve is within the 25%-75% percentile envelope of the observations, which is consistent with the encouraging fit measures (Table 1) 
Discussion
Our findings provide insight into the factors that underlie the emergence and sustainability of online communities. We find that the relationship between activity levels and size in these communities exhibits a three-regime pattern that repeats across platforms and time. Further, we observe a sharp transition between two of the regimes and evidence of the existence of a critical community size. Below that critical size, member activity is largely uncorrelated, and so activity remains low and sporadic. Above that critical size, activity becomes increasingly correlated, and an interactive community emerges. We argue that the regimes' structure and this sharp transition can be explained by a dynamic model of peer-to-peer actions that generates trees of interactions.
The model explains the sharp transition as the result of the multiplicative nature of the interactions in which the high-interactivity regime is dominated by the geometric growth of interactions. This geometric growth results from an interplay between community size and the ambient level of responsiveness. In effect, a given level of responsiveness in a group or context defines the characteristic size for the emergence of a sustainable community. A limitation of our findings is that we only observe correlations and are not able, in this non-experimental context, to demonstrate that size actually causes the transition between regimes. Having said that, we find that the model fits the data well, in spite of its relative simplicity, including the observed regimes and the sharp transition patterns. Further, we present indirect and corroborating evidence for the suggested theory. Future work should investigate more complex forms of the model and the implications of some of our simplifying assumptions. Another limitation is while the patterns do mostly replicate across platforms, there are two cases, out of seven, in which one regime is "missing." As explained above, we speculate that this is the result of platform differences. The answer awaits studies with more platforms or studies that investigate the role of platform design. Furthermore, our paper contributes to the computational social science literature; while sharp phase transitions in social systems were hypothesized, mainly by theory 10 , the empirical evidence to support these conceptualizations was, so far, lacking. Here, we present the first direct evidence for sharp transitions of collective social behavior. Finally, it is known that within communities, there exists heterogeneity of contribution 3 . This heterogeneity most likely affects the propensity of a community to thrive or fail. Further research should empirically investigate the sources and outcomes of contribution heterogeneity within online communities.
Methods
Online discussion groups are constantly created by members in designated online platforms. Generally, a discussion topic initiates with a single seed message posted by a user on the platform. Other users can post replies to that message or to the following messages such that a tree of posts and replies develops. We collected time-stamped group discussion comments at random from context-free platforms such as Tapuz, Goodreads, hi5.com, boards.ie, YouTube, and focal group websites like the Wikipedia article talk pages or the technologically-oriented Reddit.
All selected data are available publicly online. Once collected, the records were processed to locate parent-child (directional) links between pairs of comments. In some platforms (e.g., Tapuz), the structure of a discussion page is such that users can choose to respond to a certain post and create a clear thread where each "child" is directly connected to their "parent" response. In other platforms, the child-parent relationship is approximated by either marking the immediate following message, or better still, a user from a preceding comment (the parent comment) may be referenced using hash symbols, similar to the re-tweet mechanism in Twitter. Some platforms (e.g., MediaWiki) may further convert these name mentions to user-page links. These parentchild links collectively thread into a tree-graph of discussions that has measurable depth (max thread path length), volume (number of comments), breadth (number of leaves), community size (number of unique participants), and activity level (number of comments per time unit). These graphs grow with time, and the snapshots we take of the online platform content, therefore, contain the aggregated discussion tree from its initiation until the time of the snapshot. Each platform design is somewhat different, but in order to rule out sample selection and to create consistent data formats, our general rule was to sample from each platform community in a pre-determined time period or at random. For example, the Tapuz data (www.tapuz.co.il/forums) is a collection of all "communes" (user-generated discussion forums), either active or frozen between the years 2004 and 2016. Using the "random page" function in MediaWiki, 21,000 pages were sampled. In hi5.com, all the discussion topics from 2009 to 2016 were sampled. Similarly, we downloaded YouTube video page data using a third-party tool 1 to randomly sample 10,000 videos. Table 2 provides a descriptive summary of the collected data. Group Size
